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Introduction 

There is a problem of accuracy measurement deterio-
ration at phase phototachymeters on laser diodes (LD) 
creation because the sources of radiation are non-uniform. 
For the LD used in phase phototachymeters, modulation 
phase variations in a near zone are characteristic. Non-
uniformity of a radiation field along a p-n junction is de-
termined by presence of local areas in the semiconductor 
with various nonequilibrium charge carrier (NCC) life-
times, determining amplitude-frequency and transitive 
characteristics of the laser, and also a radiation delay con-
cerning a radiating current pulse. Distinction in carriers’ 
lifetimes is caused by concentration alloying impurity non-
uniformity, defects of structure and an injection current on 
junction section. The disorder of a modulation phase at 
frequency of 1 GHz can reach 40°, in diodes with wide 
ohmic contact [1], and result in a significant error at dis-
tances measurement. Errors caused by the regular phase 
shifts brought by the light detector, real beginning points 
position and the end measured points line in a phototachy-
meter aperture and a reflector, time and phase delays in 
electric circuits, passage of modulated light to optical envi-
ronments with the refraction index which is distinct from 
an average atmosphere refraction index, usually do not 
exceed 1°. 

It is obvious, that the design of precision phase pho-
totachymeters of a modulation phase variation represents 
a significant problem. 

Phase method of distance measurement 

In a basis of phase phototachymeter work lays the 
phase method of distribution time measurement of  injec-
tion laser radiation modulated by an analog signal, provid-
ing a small error that is necessary at their application in a 
geodesy and in a precision range finding. 

The phase distances measurement method is illus-
trated with the simplified scheme of a phase phototachy-
meter submitted on Fig. 1. We shall assume, that the LD 
radiates harmonious fluctuation of circular frequency ω 
with initial phase ϕ0

 )sin( 011 ϕω += tUU m , (1) 

where Um1 - amplitude of a voltage, ω - a modulation fre-
quency, ϕ0 - an initial modulation phase. 

 
Fig. 1. The simplified scheme of a phase phototachymeter: 1 - the 
laser diode; 2 - reflector; 3 - photodetector; 4 - phasometer  
 

Coming along distance D up to a reflector and back, 
the signal gets to a photodetector and at its output harmo-
nious fluctuation with amplitude Um2 and a phase detained 
for time τ2D is formed: 

( )[ 0222 sin ]ϕτω ++= Dm tUU .  (2) 

Thus the formula (2) does not take into account phase 
shifts in circuits of the transmitter and the receiver. A volt-
age U1 and U2  phase difference is measured by  phase me-
ter.  

DDD f 222 2 τπωτϕ == .   (3) 

Knowing radiation speed a distribution along the 
measured distance D, required distance is received as 

f
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The elementary phase phototachymeter allows to de-
termine unequivocally distances only up to half of wave-
length λ corresponding to a modulation frequency f, when 
ϕ < 2π. 
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 Modern laser diodes allow to measure essentially 
distances in day time conditions up to several kilometers, 
and at night up to several tens of kilometers within the lim-
its of direct visibility that is limited to radiation capacity 
generated by them and reception features. Accepted meas-
ured range is 15 km, it is defined unequivocally, if LD ra-
diation is modulated by frequencies about 10 kHz. How-
ever using existing phase difference measurement methods 
of an accepted and sent signal it is impossible to achieve 
high distance measurement accuracy at a laser diode radia-
tion modulation frequency about tens kilohertz. It is possi-
ble to raise distance measurement accuracy, having essen-
tially increased a LD radiation modulation frequency. 
Generally phase shift ϕ 2D is represented as 

ϕπϕ += ND 22 .    (5) 

Having substituted (5) in (4), we shall receive the ba-
sic equation (2) for phase range finding: 
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Elimination of distances definition ambiguity in phase 
phototachymeters 

There are two unknown values in expression (6): dis-
tance D, and an integer of the phase cycles N stacked along 
a line 2D. 
 Taking that into account, expression (6) can be re-
written as  
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 Frequency f on which phase shift is measured is 
named scale frequency. In a phase range finding applica-
tions optical range radiation of an injection laser is usually 
modulated by scale frequencies from 10 up to 500МHz, 
and sometimes in a gigahertz range. For allocation of a 
signal of scale frequency a detecting operation is applied. 

Apparently from expression (7), distance D is not de-
termined precisely, as N is not known. It is possible to re-
move the specified uncertainty in the various ways. For 
example, it is possible to pick up such LD radiation modu-
lation frequency f1, at which ϕ2D=0. Then  

N
f
vD

12
= ,    (8) 

where N - an integer of the wave-lengths λ=v/f stacked on 
distances 2D. 
 Smoothly increasing frequency, we find the nearest 
value f2 at which f2D=0 and as a result the second equation 
is received, allowing to solve the above-mentioned unam-
biguity in definition of D: 
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Solving system of the equations (8), (9) is relative D, 
we have 
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The reasons of occurrence of a space-time structure of 
radiation 

For semiconductor sources at an amplitude modula-
tion and pulse excitation typically some radiation delay 
concerning a managing voltage on a p-n junction occurs. 
This delay is related to accumulation of a charge in active 
area and achieved by system of an inverse threshold popu-
lation condition. Simultaneously with the specified proc-
esses there is the recombination of NCC interfering in-
crease of their concentration. At the description of a NCC 
relaxation characteristic times are used: τu - NCC lifetime 
for spontaneous radiating; τб - NCC lifetime for spontane-
ous non-radiative junctions; τc - full general spontaneous 
NCC lifetime, determined as 

бuс τττ
111

+= ,         (11) 

where τст – NCC lifetime for stimulated radiating junc-
tions; τп – a full NCC lifetime which is found  from a ratio 
[2]: 

стбuп ττττ
1111

++= .   (12) 

Distribution of phase ϕ  on a LD radiating surface a at 
superhigh-frequency modulation is NCC lifetime function 
τ  and in the elementary case is given by expression: 

)2( пfarctg τπϕ −= .   (13) 

Thus at presence of areas with various values of life-
times phase delay change at junction from the first area to 
the second 

)2()2( пп farctgfarctg τπτπϕ ′−−′′−=Δ . (14) 

Model of a phototachymeter 

The measuring system (Fig. 2) will consist of the LD 
1, an objective 2 (F = 10 sm) and "screen" 3. "Screen" in 
this case is a conditional name as it designates a plane in 
which there is a studied distribution of a radiation modula-
tion phase. It is at distance of 1 km from a lens. The angu-
lar multielement reflector can not be included in system, 
considering that the objective is at the distance of two 
measured distances in a "screen" plane. The corner of di-
vergence of LD radiation with wide ohmic contact and area 
of a radiating recombination with a length of 100 microns 
was accepted equal 10°. 
 As the radiator settles down in a focal plane by virtue 
of its sizes finiteness (not dot source) at a distance the im-
age on the screen formed by the parallel missing beam in 
the size about 1 meter does not move.  
 
Space-time structure of radiation 

 During formation of a signal, in area of the size 2Δ a 
coordinate Y in the screen plane of all sites of LD radiating 
surface which central beams get in area (Y-Δ; Y+Δ) of in-
fluence. 
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Fig. 2. The scheme of a course of a beam in a modeled photo-
tachymeter 

The central beam is necessary for a beam radiated by 
the diode from some point perpendicularly to the diode 
plane. Then the following integral is true: 

∫
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−

Δ
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Y

Y
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where 2Δ - length of a site at which distribution of radia-
tion intensity and a modulation phase is analyzed, I0 (Kz) - 
distribution of intensity on the diode, 1/K - enlargement 
factor in optical system (x = KY) K=F/(L − F), g(Kz, t) − 
function of radiation modulation. 

In case of LD radiation modulation by an analog signal 

))(sin(1),( xtptxg ϕω ++= ,               (16) 

where f - a modulation frequency, p - radiation modulation 
depth factor,  ϕ(Kz) - a modulation phase in a near zone. 

The finding of a radiation space-time structure in a 
distant zone (in a plane of "screen") is possible at any law 
of radiation modulation by a numerical integration (15). 
However in this case it is necessary to solve numerically 
the equation which is a part of the integral (15). 

In a case of LD radiation modulation by an analog 
signal substituting (16) in (15) equation is received: 
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After transformation (17) we have: 
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As integrals ,   

 and  don’t depend on 

time (16) it is possible to transform to the form: 
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From expression (19) it can be seen, that the form of 
a resulting signal is determined by three values A, Θ and 
I0Y. With the help of these values it is possible to make the 
full analysis of signal distortions. 

 
The analysis of radiation modulation phase variations 
in a distant zone 
 

For modeling of distribution of a LD radiation modu-
lation phase intensity on all the diode area was accepted to 
be a constant, and distribution of an initial phase in a near 
zone was set as follows: with step of 10-5 m in the random 
image of phase value changed from 0° up to 20° and was 
interpolated on all the diode area with the help of a cubic 
spline. As a result of the system modeling described above 
the following distribution of a modulation radiation phase 
submitted on Fig. 3 is received. 

Phase disorder on an object has decreased in com-
parison with phase disorder in a near zone for some sites 
approximately on 11° and varies in limits ~ 27°. 

Appreciable reduction of LD radiation phase non-
uniformity influence by distances measurement accuracy 
by phase phototachymeters needs use of transmitting ob-
jects with the big focal length or big diameter receptions. 
However such objects have big sizes and weight and con-
sequently are inconvenient in application. 

 
Fig. 3. Dependence of a modulation phase in a LD near zone (a 
continuous line) and a resulting modulation radiation phase of on 
an object (a shaped line), counted in a LD near zone 
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Phase phototachymeter with the carried modulations 
frequency 

Let's find the approached measured distance value D 
on two essentially distinguished frequencies, for example f1 
= f and f2 = 2f, and we shall get rid of ambiguity in defini-
tion D for each of frequencies. For each measurement we 
shall write two equations (6), connecting measured dis-
tance with a modulation phase variation. Having added the 
LD phase variation in it 
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And the equation (13) connecting a radiation modula-
tion phase variation with a NCC lifetime  

)arctg(-20 пfτπϕ = ,     (21) 

where D - the measured distance, ϕ0 - the delay of a modu-
lation phase, is defined by intensity a source of radiation, v 
- a velocity of light; f - frequency at which measurement is 
made; ϕ – a phase received at measurement; τп – - a NCC 
lifetime in the LD field from which radiation is accepted; 
N - quantity of the full waves stacked in the measured dis-
tance. Thus, for definition of required distance we have 
system of the equations: 
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where f1 and  f2 - frequencies at which measurements are 
made; ϕ1 and ϕ2 - the phases received at measurement; ϕ10 

and ϕ20 - radiation modulation phase delays in a source; N1 
and N2 - amount of full waves stacked in the measured dis-
tance on corresponding frequencies. 

It is not easy to be convinced, that the system (22) has 
the unique solution for D> 0 and ϕ10, ϕ20 belonging to an 
interval (-π/2; 0]. This solution also will be exact value of 
distance. We shall note also, that the solution of system 
(22) cannot be submitted in the closed form, i.e. variables 
D, ϕ10, ϕ20 are unknown, it is impossible to set obvious 
functions of parameters f1 and f2, ϕ1, ϕ2. Therefore it is nec-
essary to apply numerical methods for its solution. 

The important advantage of such approach is that it 
is not sensitive to the sizes of a reception object. 

Conclusions 

Aprioristic research of LD radiation space-time 
structure in a distant zone, with the help of the developed 
theoretical base is lead. It is established, that for a radiation 
modulation phase on the receiver significant variations are 
characteristic though they essentially smooth out in com-
parison with initial, and they grow with the reduction of 
the sizes of a reception object. Taking that into account, for 
increase of convenience of use of phototachymeters in 
field conditions a reflector and optics of a photodetector 
should be made of the small size, there is actual a question 
of reduction of an error of measurement. The method is 
offered, allowing to increase accuracy of distance meas-
urement using a LD with high radiation modulation phase 
non-uniformity. 
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